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iBodyshop continues to slash clerical duties
Our company mission statement
includes “identifying inefficient
business processes and reducing them
via our innovative IT solutions”. As
such, we are extremely proud to add
“Auto Part Invoice Receipting” to
iBodyshop’s repertoire of labour-
saving features.

One of our long-term goals is to
reduce the time it takes to price, order
and receipt parts as these elements
consume approximately 40% of all
admin clerical duties. The momentum
to address the issues came from a visit
to Mt Waverley Body Repairs in 2006
where I watched Alan send five faxes
to various suppliers, waited for replies,
picked the best prices and then
manually keyed them into QuotePlus
(iBodyshop’s predecessor). I’m sure
many of you remember doing the
same. It became apparent four stages
needed addressing – pricing,
receipting, returning and reconciling. 

Stage 1
On returning to the office, I sat down
with our programmers, explained the
process and how time-consuming it
was for just one estimate. We soon set
about creating a web solution. In 2007
we released Source-It (now
Repairconnection) to connect repairers
with suppliers to eliminate this manual
process. It was an instant hit with Mt

Waverley Body Repairs and our other
pilot sites in Sydney and Brisbane.

In the latest version of iBodyshop,
Repairconnection has undergone a
refresh. It has the same basic
functionality but is better presented –
more like the original Source-It. Of
course, we added a few more features
like attaching documents such as
Repair Methods, Part Graphics,
Invoices, and so on, plus the added
reliability and ease of use being all
within iBodyshop – no relying on
third-party interfaces.

Stage 2
Another observation at Mt Waverley
Body Repairs was how long it took to
receipt an invoice. Some only took five
minutes, but others 15 minutes or
more. Receiving three or four parts
invoices per job is normal. For
example, a shop completing 25 jobs
per week and taking around 7.5
minutes per invoice would total 12.5
hours receipting parts, which equates
to two full working days (wages) per
week, every week. Now, a lot of shops
don’t receipt individual parts for just
this reason – they don’t have the time

– but as a result they miss out on
checking discounts and efficiently
notifying technicians the part has
been delivered. 

Back in 2007, the solution was
apparent but we had to wait for
technology to catch up. iBodyshop’s
data scientist, with the help of artificial
intelligence (AI) has worked on auto
part receipting for over 12 months to
perfect the reading and receipting
process. The result is that 5 to 15
minutes per invoice has been reduced
to an average of 20 seconds – admin
time potentially slashed from 12.5
hours to 33 minutes per week, which
includes updating the accounting
system, checking discounts, and
updating technicians with arrival data.

This frees up admin staff to carry
out activities that are far more beneficial
to the business – liaise with customers,
negotiate better electricity deals, chase
bad debts, and so on – all the things
computer software can’t do while
iBodyshop does the “menial work”
faster, cheaper and more accurately.

Stage 3
Since 1994, QuotePlus and iBodyshop
has featured a goods return process
and register for parts returned for
credit, but it was paper based. Now
there are choices – paper based, email
or electronic credit request via
Repairconnection, which updates the
supplier. The “Goods Returned
Register” records all items returned
per supplier where a matching credit
note has not been received.

Stage 4
Manual statement reconciliation can
take two or three days every month.
Programming to automate this
process will soon be underway, with
release slated for Q1 2022 

Working exclusively with
Reapairconnection, we look forward 
to our 1300+ customers taking full
advantage of this these game-
changing, labour-saving initiatives. 
Too see how it all works, type
bit.ly/2YnFl1g into Google.DNS Technology Managing Director, Steve O'Brien.
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ADAS challenges when refinishing
You may think advanced driver assist
systems (ADAS) are fairly new, but
they have actually been around for
quite some time. Over the years, more
and more ADAS technology has
appeared and today it’s very much
mainstream, with a variety of
components fitted to a wide range of
vehicles, right down to entry-level
models. ADAS (along with
autonomous driving functions) feeds
off a continuous stream of information
from sensors that monitor the vehicle’s
surrounding environment. Obviously,
the ability of these sensors to do their
job without interference is crucial.

Current ADAS sensor technology can
be divided into four main categories:
Ultrasonic: Uses reflected sound waves
to calculate the distance to objects at 
a relatively short range. Mostly used to
aid parking but can also be found in
more complex functions such as park
assist, self-parking and some blind spot
monitoring applications.
Radar: Transmits radio waves and
detects objects by measuring the time
it takes for the waves to reflect back
from any object in their path. Widely
used for a variety of functions,
including adaptive cruise control, blind
spot detection, cross traffic alert, lane
change assist and parking.
Cameras: Although they have their
limitations, cameras are the only
sensors able to identify colour and
contrast, which gives them the ability
to capture road sign and road
marking information. Cameras also
offer the resolution to help classify

objects, such as pedestrians and
cyclists, and are often used in
conjunction with radar.
LiDAR: Seen as a key solution for
future ADAS, LiDAR has so far only
seen very limited application. It works
by transmitting a laser beam and then
measures the reflected light to
generate a high-resolution 3D image
of the surrounding environment. One
issue is that LiDAR doesn’t reflect
back from all colours equally, meaning
darker coloured objects, including
vehicles, are not as visible to the
sensor. PPG is working on coatings
technologies to overcome this.
Issues 
Because they scan the surroundings of
the vehicle, ADAS sensors tend to be
located on the extremities, particularly
on or behind bumper facias. This
makes them especially vulnerable to
typical accident damage. As a result,
repairers should familiarise themselves
with the various ADAS technologies
and have a process in place to safely
and effectively deal with each one. 

Tips and recommendations
OEM warnings and
recommendations: A steady stream of
OEMs have issued warnings around the
refinish or repair/replacement of areas
containing ADAS sensors, so it’s
important to keep up-to-date with
these and follow any recommendations. 
Pre- and post-scanning: While it’s 
a given to scan ADAS following any
repairs, it’s also important to scan it
before starting the job. By including
ADAS as part of the general vehicle

system pre-repair check, you will know
exactly what you are faced with, identify
any potential hidden damage and avoid
nasty surprises when the job is done.
Body filler and plastic repairs:
Because it can block outgoing or return
signals, no body filler or plastic repairs
should be used on external surfaces
around ADAS sensor locations.
Film builds: All refinish paint layers can
impact ADAS radar signal performance,
but the reflective properties of
aluminium pigment make it a particular
issue if the film build is too high. The
local PPG technical team has done a lot
of research on this issue, resulting in a
recommendation that the upper limit for
basecoat silver colours, both waterborne
and solvent-borne, should be no more
than 40 microns. Note that three coats
of Envirobase High Performance
basecoat equals around 12 to 14 microns
and three coats of Deltron basecoat
equals around 20 to 25 microns.
No extra colour: When repairing
painted parts, no extra colour should be
applied over the areas where radar
sensors are located (e.g. in a blend
area). Instead, remove the paint back to
the substrate and reapply the coatings
layers. Remember to check film build.
Radar cruise control sensor: This sensor
should be masked off before painting
and care should be taken when using
drying lamps (e.g. infrared) – don’t
exceed 60° C object temperature.
Ultrasonic parking sensor: Remove
sensors from the bumper cover before
painting as any additional paint will
affect their performance. Paint them
separately, with minimal paint, or avoid
painting if possible – for example, if the
bumper skin is being replaced but not
the already painted sensors. Care
should be taken when using drying
lamps (e.g. infrared) and don’t exceed
60° C object temperature.

This article supplied
courtesy of
John Hristias – PPG
Business Support
Manager Asia/Pacific
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Eyesight and fatigue as workplace 
OH&S issues
The effective management of eye
health is an important contribution to
a healthy and safe workplace. 

Sight issues affect almost 60% of
the population, meaning that six out
of ten staff members in a workplace
require a level of eyesight correction.
Would you feel safe if someone with
an undisclosed sight issue repaired
your own family car?

The I-CAR Australia welding
results show that almost 60% of
students require the addition of a
magnification lens in their welding
helmets to complete safe welds in the
program. This raises the question of
correct welds on structurally damaged
vehicles, putting the protection of the
occupants at risk.

Ever considered how your
technician’s eyesight could be
affecting your entire workplace and
cycle times? It only takes one
technician with a sight issue within the
workplace to slow down your
production line.

Good cycle times that assist with
turnover, safe quality repairs, brand
reputation and customer return to the
business are important factors all
employers consider. Can you afford to
have your business affected by sight
issues on the workshop floor when a
simple 30-minute eye test each year

can identify issues quickly and also
help the technician’s personal health? 

Eyesight health can affect all
people regardless of age, and in a
society that implements constant
screen time and is set in an
environment of strong UV rays, being
able to see clearly can change a
person’s life and add confidence. Signs
that staff may have eyesight issues
include:
1. Being unable to read a procedure
clearly. This action then runs the risk
of the procedure not being followed
or a delay in focus and full
understanding of the requirements for
a safe repair. Indicators of this include
technicians moving documents further
away from their eyes until the content
can be read. If a technician is
stretching their arms to read
documents, this is a potential sign of
an OH&S hazard.
2. Jobs arriving in the paint shop with
pin holes in filler work. Any sight issue
will make it difficult to detect flaws in
filler work or detailing work, with the
small flaws blending into an unfocused
sight of the same colour. A simple
issue of pin holes can affect the entire
production – potential paint shop
delays due to extra preparation work
required or shifting a vehicle back
through the shop to be rectified in the

panel shop again. 
3. Finger pulsing welds. Technicians
need to see panel joints when
welding, and they also need to see the
arc process happening so that they
can control the weld zone. Even minor
eyesight issues will affect a
technician’s ability to complete a safe
weld on a customer’s vehicle. We have
one shot at welding vehicles together
or we put our customer’s safety at risk
in a future accident.
4. Eyesight fatigue is a major concern
that will also slow down production
and affect quality. If eye deficiencies
are present, then this will be
magnified throughout the day as the
technician suffers from eye strain,
headache and bloodshot eyes. This
will affect vision even more and slow
down production.

Employers have a responsibility to
provide a safe workplace. To ensure
the safety and wellbeing of all staff, it
is advisable to request eyesight tests 
if required.

During an I-CAR Australia
Welding program, the facilitator will
assist those with minor eyesight issues
to achieve the desired outcome.
However, should a student’s eyesight
not meet minimum standards in
relation to safety, the technician may
be sent away from the welding session
early with the recommendation to
correct their eyesight prior to
rebooking another course. If the
student persists against
recommendation and fails to complete
the course, additional fees will be
required for re-attendance. At I-CAR
Australia, it is preferred that issues are
identified early to avoid any additional
costs to all involved.
If unsure, request an eye test!

T E C H  T A L K  F E A T U R E  

With 30 years’
experience in our
industry, Geoff Mitchell is
currently a Course
Developer and Welding
Certifier for I-CAR
Australia, with whom he
has been since 2010.
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BMW Group takes EV repair to the next level
Sales of fully electric vehicles in
Australia saw a triple digit percentage
increase in 2021. It is a figure that will
continue to rise as more people turn
to electromobility and manufacturers
introduce more models to the market
in response to the growing demand. 

However, with the increase in
demand comes a need to develop
comprehensive aftersales support and
repair strategies tailored specifically to
these new generation powertrains and
high voltage batteries.

The BMW Group, which has three
fully electric vehicles on sale – the
MINI Electric Hatch, BMW iX3 and
BMW iX – and will launch the all-new
BMW i4 in March, has a solution that is
both leading edge and customer
focused while ensuring a factory-level
quality finish. Its repair approach is
underpinned by adoption of new
language that accurately reflects the
technology with a three-step strategy:
high voltage electric triage, and
diagnostics and calibration. 

BMW Group vehicles must be
triaged at the point of BMW body
shop arrival to ascertain the level 
of repair required in precise detail. 
A complete electronic diagnostic
analysis enables a more accurate
quote at the beginning of the repair
while allowing for the critical
identification of damaged sensors or
system faults. Advanced BMW Group
safety systems are now updated
remotely, and frequently, making
generic fault code readers irrelevant.

Technicians
The people who preside over the
repair of BMW Group vehicles are no
longer mechanics; they are technicians
who are experts in body, paint and
mechanical aspects, and they will
continue to evolve as technology
surges forward. 

The next generation of BMW
Group vehicles will only become more
sophisticated. The BMW iX, which is
already on Australian roads, features
the most extensive set of standard
driver assistance systems ever seen on

a BMW. It also has a new generation
of sensors, a new software stack and a
powerful computing platform, and has
five cameras, five radar sensors and 12
ultrasonic sensors that are used to
monitor the vehicle’s surroundings.

Those who work on future models
will become highly specialised
professionals who train for the duration
of their career, well beyond apprentice
level, to keep them ahead of the curve.
The rapidly evolving automotive
landscape and opportunities presented
by next generation EVs mean these are
the most exciting times for young
people in the industry. 

BMW Group is developing career
pathways that unlock opportunities for
aspiring technicians to enter the
progressive world of EV maintenance
and repair. Last year, it launched the
BMW #NextTech Mentored
Apprenticeship Program in collaboration
with NextGen Jobs and the Bendigo
Kangan Institute’s Automotive Centre of
Excellence. The initiative, which had such
strong initial interest the first intake was
oversubscribed, will enable apprentices
to become specialists amid the industry’s
rapid technological advancements. 

Substrates and space age materials
BMW Group has a precise approach to
how and where substrates are utilised,
from their role in transferring weight

to providing weight reduction
efficiencies while maintaining
structural strength. Lightweight
materials such as carbon fibre,
aluminium steel composites and
plastics are becoming more common
in the manufacture of our vehicles.
The BMW iX, for example,
incorporates a high level of carbon
fibre that can be seen immediately
upon opening the front or rear doors. 

Body and paint technicians must
now possess a more comprehensive
appreciation and understanding of these
materials and substrates in order to
deliver the highest possible level of repair
integrity. This is where utilisation of BMW
repair instructions – in combination with
comprehensive training – is vital. 

A new age cure
The future of paint curing will demand
advanced knowledge of the material
to be cured, the substrates and
electrical system technology. The use
of ultraviolet as a curing measure is
gaining in prevalence given its
effectiveness in quality of repair,
speed and negligible thermal impact
on sensitive electrics. UV curing is
already used extensively in BMW body
shops across the country and will
continue to play a key role as part of
the BMW Group’s cutting-edge EV
triage, diagnosis and repair process.

The first ever BMW iX and the first ever BMW i4.


